We study lepton-number-violating (LNV) decays of heavy flavors (τ lepton and top quark) induced by doubly-charged Higgs boson in the Higgs triplet model. It is found that the branching
for t → bℓ + ℓ + W − turn out to be at the level of ∼ 10 −7 − 10 −8 . The observation of these rare top quark decays would be a clear signal of LNV processes, and their non-observation would allow us to constraint the parameters of the Higgs triplet model. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Neutrino oscillation experiments have established compelling evidence that neutrinos are massive [1] . An explanation of the neutrino mass generation is one of the strongest motivations for considering new physics (NP) scenarios beyond the Standard Model (SM). Particularly, in the Higgs triplet model (HTM) [2] neutrino masses can be generated as the product of leptonic Yukawa coupling (h ij ) and the Higgs triplet vacuum expectation value (v ∆ ). This is commonly known as the Type-II seesaw mechanism [3] . An important feature of the HTM is the existence of doubly-charged Higgs bosons (H ±± ) 1 . They appear as a component of a SU(2) L scalar triplet and their couplings to lepton doublets violate lepton number conservation by two units. As a consequence they can induce lepton-numberviolating (LNV) processes, as well as lepton-flavor-violating (LFV) ones. Therefore, a signal of a doubly-charged Higgs boson would be through the experimental observation of processes involving the production of same-sign dileptons in the final state. The discovery of H ±± at current and future colliders would be an indicator of lepton number violation and also a signal of NP beyond the SM. Theoretically, the production mechanism of doubly-charged Higgs bosons at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) have been widely studied in the literature [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Direct searches for H ±± have been performed by several collaborations: OPAL [22] , L3 [23] and DELPHI [24] at LEP; H1 [25] at HERA; CDF [26] and D0 [27] at Tevatron; and also by CMS [28] and ATLAS [29, 30] at the LHC. Up to date such particles have not yet been observed experimentally and their non-observation have provided strong constraints on their masses. Currently, the most stringent lower limits on their masses (excluded at 95% confidence level) have been set by the CMS [28] and ATLAS [30] collaborations as is shown in Table I , by assuming that doubly-charged Higgs bosons decay mainly (100 %) into same-sign dilepton channels with the same or different flavors, namely BR( [28] 409 375 398 ATLAS [30] Doubly-charged Higgs bosons can contribute to many low-energy LFV processes (see, for instance [21, 31] ), and also to LNV processes such as rare meson decays [32] and neutrinoless double beta (0νββ) decays [33] . Recently, contributions to the diphoton Higgs boson decay channel from loops of H ±± have been also investigated [34] . In this paper we study the possible effects of doubly-charged Higgs bosons in LNV decays of heavy flavors τ
(ℓ = e, µ and M 1,2 = π, K) and t → bℓ
e, µ, τ ). These LNV τ decays have been previously discussed in the context of the exchange of a light (heavy) Majorana neutrino [35] [36] [37] [38] , as well as in LNV top decays [39, 40] . Here, we explore other underlying physics mechanism (H ±± ) that could induce these LNV decays without involving Majorana neutrinos.
This work is organized as follows. In section II we briefly review the general aspects of the Higgs triplet model. We investigate and discuss the effects of doubly-charged Higgs bosons to LNV heavy flavor decays in section III. Our conclusions are presented in section IV.
II. THE HIGGS TRIPLET MODEL
In this model the Higgs sector of the SM is extended by adding a SU(2) L Higgs triplet with hypercharge Y = 2. The neutral component develops a vacuum expectation value (VEV) denoted by v ∆ . The relevant LNV coupling to left-handed leptons is specified by the Yukawa interaction given by [7, 9, 10 ]
where
are the entries of the 3 × 3 leptonic Yukawa coupling matrix, C is the charge conjugation operator, σ 2 is the Pauli matrix. The Higgs triplet in the 2 × 2 matrix representation can be parametrized by
From expression (1) it is clear that lepton number is explicitly broken by two units due to the leptonic Yukawa coupling h ij . There are seven physical Higgs bosons in the HTM scheme: doubly-charged (H ±± ), singly-charged (H ± ), neutral A 0 (CP-odd), and neutral h 0 and H 0 (CP-even) [19] . The doubly-charged H ±± is entirely composed of the triplet scalar field ∆ ±± . For the applications of the present work we will consider the phenomenology related to the doubly-charged Higgs bosons. The doubly-charged Higgs bosons couple to the W gauge bosons (
After the neutral component Higgs triplet gets a VEV (v ∆ ), neutrinos acquire a Majorana mass (m ν ) ij = √ 2h ij v ∆ . In order to achieve a small neutrino mass less than 1 eV, h ij ∼ 1 and v ∆ ∼ 1 eV, or alternatively h ij ∼ 10 −10 and large v ∆ ∼ 1 GeV. This additional VEV v ∆ can be constrained from considering its effects on the ρ-parameter [1]
where v = 246 GeV is the VEV of the doublet Higgs field [1] . By using current experimental values, one gets v ∆ /v 0.01, which constrains the triplet VEV to v ∆ 3 GeV. 
Indirect experimental upper limits on the product of leptonic Yukawa couplings as a function of the mass m H ±± can be obtained from different processes mediated by a doublycharged Higgs boson, such as: Bhabha scattering, LFV tri-leptonic and radiative decays of µ and τ leptons, muonium-antimuonium (MM ) conversion and (g − 2) µ measurement. Table  II shows the current limits on the products of couplings for various decay modes. So far, there is no limits on h 
III. LNV HEAVY FLAVOR DECAYS INDUCED BY A DOUBLY-CHARGED HIGGS BOSON
In this section we carry out the calculation of LNV decays of τ lepton and top quark decays, mediated by a doubly-charged Higgs boson in the context of HTM previously discussed. Similar studies about the effects of H ±± in LNV meson decays were done in Ref. [32] .
A. LNV τ decays
Let us first consider the LNV τ
. All possible diagrams contributing to this process are shown in Fig. 1 . The decay amplitude
corresponding to the diagram in Fig. 1(A) is given by
) and f M 1 (f M 2 ) are the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element and decay constant for the meson
] is the pseudoscalar leptonic current. The factor N M 1 M 2 = 1(2) for different (identical) mesons in the final state. This process can also receive contribution from diagram 1(B), however a rather conservative of the ratio of the amplitudes (B)/(A) gives
where we have used typical values of (
∼ 1 and for the singly-charged Higgs boson mass m H − > 90 GeV [43] . Thus, the contribution from Fig. 1(B) is very small. Similarly, 1(C) and 1(D) are also suppressed. Therefore, we keep the diagram shown in Fig. 1(A) as the dominant contribution.
After performing the spin-averaged squared amplitude the decay width is parametrized as follows [1] 
FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams mediated by a doubly-and singly-charged Higgs boson contributing to LNV decays t → bℓ
with λ(x, y, z) = x 2 + y 2 + z 2 − 2xy − 2xz − 2yz. Taking a value of v ∆ 3 GeV, Yukawa couplings h 2 eτ (h 2 µτ ) from Table II , and adopting the lower limits on the mass m H −− from CMS Collaboration (Table I) , we display our numerical results on the branching ratios in Table III . We get that branching ratios induced by doubly-charged Higgs boson are highly suppressed, compared with current experimental limits. These results are consistent with similar studies on LNV meson decays [32] ; in both cases the amplitudes are strongly suppressed by four powers of the weak coupling and inverse powers of m H −− and m W .
The
decays induced by the exchange of Majorana neutrino have been previously studied [35] [36] [37] [38] . These decays can be strongly enhanced for neutrino masses in the range m M 2 + m ℓ ≤ m N ≤ m τ − m M 1 , which allows to get significant constrains on the mixings of Majorana and active neutrinos by using experimental bounds [37, 38] . For neutrino masses outside of this interval the rates of these channels become extremely small, even as the ones listed in Table III .
B. LNV top decays
We consider now LNV t(p) → b(p 1 )ℓ
τ ) induced by a doubly-charged Higgs boson H
++ (see Fig. 2 ). By a similar reasoning as in section III A,
we discard the effects of a singly-charged Higgs boson, and we will take the diagram 2(A)
as the dominant contribution. The decay amplitude associated to diagram 2(A) is given by
with Q = p−p 1 , denotes the W boson propagator in the unitary gauge, ε α W is the four-vector polarization of the W boson, and
Following the definitions given in Ref. [39, 45] , the kinematics of four-body decays can be described in terms of five independent variables {s 12 , s 34 , θ 1 , θ 3 , φ}. With this choice of kinematics, the decay rate can be written as is the velocity of particle 1 (particle 3) in the center of mass frame of particles 1 and 2 (3 and 4) and
In order to illustrate the effects of doubly-charged Higgs boson in LNV t → bℓ Fig. 3 we plot the branching ratios (BR top ℓ i ℓ j ) for different dilepton channels as a function of the doubly-charged Higgs boson mass m H ++ in the range of 100 GeV up to 2 TeV. These plots were obtained by using a value of v ∆ 3 GeV and taking the relevant products of leptonic Yukawa couplings from Table II. For the sake of simplicity we include only the limits on m H ++ from CMS collaboration (Table I) Majorana neutrinos [39, 40] . So far, no experimental searches have been reported for these LNV top quark decays. The LHC can explore a large variety of top quark physics [46] , however, currently there is not enough sensitivity to test our predictions. Eventually, when LHC luminosity is increased (Super-LHC) [47] , one can expect that these branching ratios could be within the LHC's reach. Indeed, it is expected that at 10 TeV the LHC will be a top quark factory [48] . (Table I) .
When upper limits on the branching ratios of LNV t → bℓ
− decays become available, one would be able to get constraints on the product of v ∆ h ij parameters (without any assumption on the individual parameter) as a function of the mass m H ++ . In the case of the ee-channel the experimental limits on 0νββ decays of nuclei can provide stronger constraints on this product. Indeed, a comparison of the decay amplitudes for this decay mode in the framework of the HTM and the one due to the exchange of light Majorana neutrinos (standard mechanism) leads to (v ∆ h ee /m 
10
−11 for m H ++ ≃ 420 GeV. This clearly indicates a smaller branching fraction than the one obtained in Fig. 3(a) . Nevertheless, in the case of other same-sign channels (eµ, eτ, µµ, µτ, τ τ ), LNV top quark decays are capable to provide information on the other parameters (not yet constrained) as is shown in Fig.  4 , for instance, for the case of the τ τ channel by assuming BR top τ τ < 10 −7 (solid line) and 10 −8 (dashed line). Additionally, since the leptonic Yukawa coupling h ij is related to the neutrino mass matrix through v ∆ , as it was discussed in Sec. II, this would allow us to obtain constraints on the relative magnitude of each element of the neutrino mass matrix as a function of the mass m H ++ . (Table I) 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied LNV decays of heavy flavors (τ lepton and top quark) induced by a doubly-charged Higgs boson, in the context of a Higgs triplet model. Using current bounds on relevant couplings, we have found that for LNV τ lepton decays the corresponding branching ratios turns out to be very small and far below the sensitivities of current and future experiments, leading to unobservable rates. For the case of LNV top quark decays, we obtained branching ratios around ∼ 10 −7 − 10 −8 in the most optimistic case. The top quark system may be a good place to probe this NP scenario, and the non-observation of these LNV decays would allow us to constraint the product of v ∆ h ij parameters of the HTM.
